
301877
SLOTTED FRAME COVERS

FOR SOFTAIL MODELS 1986-UP 
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION FOR RIGHT SIDE

Note: Use blue loctite on first three threads of all hardware.

1. on models using an original style exhaust mount, loosen the cylinder head exhaust flange nuts and the muffler to exhaust mount 
nuts. Do not remove them, only loosen them to allow exhaust system to swing out. Remove the two bolts holding the exhaust 
mount to the frame.

2. Remove the two buttonhead allen bolts from the fender strut as shown.
3. Remove the footpeg and mounting bolt from the frame tab.
4. Swing the exhaust system away from the frame and slide the right frame cover (1) under the fender strut and behind the exhaust 

mount. The cover will snap into place over the swing arm pivot bolt.
5. Align the two top cover holes behind the fender strut and start the button head screws back into the frame. Do not tighten yet.
6. Loosely install the footpeg using a supplied 1/2" bolt (2) and the existing lock washer. Do not spin the footpeg on as this could 

damage the chrome.

Note: Models equlpped with Supertrapp style exhaust systems will use the short sockethead screw (5). The muffler 
strap must be relocated to the backside of the footpeg mount.

7. Insert the rear exhaust mount stand-off into the well in the frame cover and start the mounting bolt back into the frame. Do not 
tighten yet.

8. Slide the supplied washer (6) behind the forward mount stand-off and start the remaining bolt back into the frame.
9. Tighten the two buttonhead screws and the footpeg mount.
10. Align and tighten the head nuts first, then the muffler to mount bolts, then the mount to frame bolts.
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION FOR LEFT SIDE

1. Remove the two buttonhead screws from the fender strut.
2. Remove the footpeg and mounting bolt from the frame tab.
3. Remove the adhesive cover from one side of the foam bumper (4) and stick the bumper inside the frame cover (3) as shown. Remove 

the other adhesive cover.
4. Slide the frame cover up under the fender strut and over the swingarm pivot bolt.
5. Start the two buttonhead screws loosely into the frame.
6. Loosely install the footpeg using the existing lock washer and supplied 1/2" bolt (2). Do not spin the footpeg as this could damage 

the cover chrome.
7. Tighten the buttonhead screws and footpeg mount.
8. Push the bottom of the cover firmly against the frame to seat the adhesive.
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